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Q1 Please rate your learning experience
this month.
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Q2 If you thought an activity was positive
this weekend, what was it and why was it

effective?
Answered: 12 Skipped: 1

# Responses Date

1 The library presentation was great! It will be great to have such easy to use resource 2/26/2015 8:52 PM

2 Pam from the Lib was effective, just wished we would of had her come before starting our SIG's. 2/22/2015 11:30 AM

3 SIG presentations Book Discussion Library Resources (GREAT) 2/17/2015 9:13 PM

4 Loved reading the Autism book. I found it very interesting and enlightening. It was also great to have Pam here
for the library training.

2/17/2015 7:30 PM

5 I really enjoyed the discussion on Autism. That is something I knew very little of until this weekend and reading
the book "Autism breakthrough"

2/15/2015 5:14 PM

6 I really liked Andy and Chelsey's SIG-I think we need to make the work place more fun and somewhere you
WANT to be not HAVE to be! I also thought Pam was a great addition. I thought I knew what I was doing in the
library searches but it helped me to navigate my through it as well as hopefully help me with my students. I loved
the autism book and found it insightful. We packed in a lot in 1 day so I feel like it was successful.

2/9/2015 7:31 AM

7 The library training was wonderful!!! I never even had this training as an undergraduate. Very helpful. :) 2/8/2015 7:45 PM

8 The library training with Pam was very helpful. Portfolio interview went better this time. 2/8/2015 5:00 PM

9 I am glad Pam was able to come out and walk us through the library options. 2/8/2015 4:06 PM

10 Learning how to use the SMSU library for research! I also loved the extended time we had for interviews and
typing our standard one reflections.

2/8/2015 2:47 PM

11 Having Pam teach us the online SMSU library and how to conduct searches was very helpful for our future
assignments.

2/8/2015 1:27 PM

12 I appreciated the library session. It helped me to learn about resources we have for research. Also liked the lunch
and standard review time together.

2/8/2015 11:16 AM
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Q3 If an activity this weekend was not as
effective and could use a tweak, what was it

and how could it be improved?
Answered: 7 Skipped: 6

# Responses Date

1 Considering we did not get a chance to have Grad Council...I would be in favor of keeping SIG presentations in
the morning

2/26/2015 8:52 PM

2 I really appreciated the library training although I felt it was a lot of information. I would really like and appreciate a
hand out for this information to use as a reference. Very important stuff! It would also have been helpful to know
that while we were ready "Making Thinking Visible" that we would use it as a classroom application.

2/17/2015 7:30 PM

3 The library training session with Pam was very good, however it would of been nice to have this training before
doing our SIG project so that we could of used the SMSU library for resources.

2/15/2015 5:14 PM

4 I am nervous about the action research portion. I would like to see the big picture. 2/9/2015 7:31 AM

5 SIGS in the morning would be best 2/8/2015 4:06 PM

6 N/A 2/8/2015 1:27 PM

7 None. 2/8/2015 11:16 AM
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